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Asking the Big Questions explores Minnesota politics

Summary: Join the discussion on Thursday, February 23, at 7 p.m.

(February 16, 2012)-The monthly Asking the Big Questions campus/community discussion series will explore Minnesota politics. You are invited to join the discussion on Thursday, February 23, at 7 p.m. in the Rodney Briggs Library’s McGinnis Room. Can’t tell Hubert Humphrey from Eugene McCarthy or decipher the acronym DFL? Let Roger Rose, associate professor of political science, shed some light on the institutions and people of Minnesota’s political landscape past and present.

The Briggs Library, the History Discipline, and the Faculty Development Committee sponsor the discussion series.

Non-partisan snacks and refreshments will be served starting at 6:30 p.m. Everyone is welcome to attend. Contact Peter Bremer for more information.

Through personal and academic discovery, the University of Minnesota, Morris provides opportunities for students to grow intellectually, engage in community, experience environmental stewardship and celebrate diversity. A renewable and sustainable educational experience, Morris prepares graduates for careers, for advanced degrees, for lifelong learning, for work world flexibility in the future, and for global citizenship. Learn more about Morris at morris.umn.edu or call 888-866-3382.